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Whitefield Teaching School Alliance

Welcome to the Research & Development
Library Monthly newsletter
The Turner Library is introducing a monthly Newsletter at the end of every month to
keep our members up to date with new journals, books and news. The Newsletter
will include the contents pages of all new journals received and a list of all new books
that are available in the library. You will also find details and blurb of our feature
book of the month.
Our aim is to ensure that all of our members are benefitting from everything we
have to offer.
If there is anything else you would like to see featured in our newsletter please send
us your ideas to:
library@whitefield.waltham.sch.uk
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Talking Sense (Summer 2016)
Contents:
1. News

Delay in Early Years funding: NHS support for hearing aid users; new benefits
legal advice from Sense; accessible healthcare information
2. Deafblind Awareness Week

People got up to all sorts of things in DBAW
3. Fundraising and trading
4. International News

Training in Nairobi to launch the Finding Grace project
5. Campaigns

Two Sense reports examine the barriers to employment and healthcare that
people experience – and look at how things can be improved
6. Supported living

Sense is pioneering new approaches to offering accomodation and support to
individuals
7. Building a dream

Susan White is playing a key role in designing TouchBase Pears
8. Technology

How technology can support communication, Online Today
9. What do we mean by inclusive education?

Parents describe how they have chosen a school for their child and what they
have learned
10. A cracking summer of sport

In a huge summer of sport deafblind people have been getting active
11. Confidence in creativity

How arts and crafts can help older people to express themselves and come
together
12. Out and about

Carnival in the West Midlands; family fun on the farm; Eastbourne Holiday Plus;
you’re having a laugh
13. Ellens World
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14. Legal Lowdown
15. Sense People

Tributes to Esther hibbs, George Health and Harry Bransom
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EYE – Early Years Educator (October 2016)
Contents:
Editorial
1. Change is all around, let’s embrace it

As the Department for Education sweeps in the next brace of ministers, we are
embracing our own change with our fresh new look.
2. Neil Leitch

In an ideal world, government policy-making would be open and transparent and
we would have a clear understanding of how things work.
3. Jan Dubiel

The sudden rediscovery by government of the importance of early years provision
for social mobility is welcome, but no surprise.
4. Kym Scott

How do we provide the right conditions to support children in becoming selfregulating learners who will seek out challenges?

News
5. Destined for disadvantage

The government is consulting on a fairer funding formula – but what impact will it
have on the sector?

Professional
6. Early Years PISA testing

Using test scores to drive education policy is contreversial, and we should be
concerned at the prospect of cross-national early years assessments.
7. We are all partners when a child communicates

Part two of our look at communication and language problems.
8. Teachers have the chance to make a lasting impact

Managers detail exactly why they value staff members who achieve teacher status
9. What do we really know about maths?

We need to know how young children learn key concepts and what we can do to
support children’s maths learning.
10. Recognising problems with spelling and reading
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How do you spot a child in your setting who might have dyslexia?
11. Supporting children in multi-lingual settings

Following on from last month’s article, we explore views on culture and identity,
and how first language can define friendship groups.
12. We need more males in the Early Years workforce

What would happen if men made up a bigger part of the sector?
13. How residential mobility affects children

We are getting quite good at trying to spot how a child’s home and social life
affect them, but what impact do house moves have?

Practical Supplement
14. Paediatric first aid

New first aid certificate requirements will benefit the sector as greater numbers of
practitioners receive life-saving training.
16. A natural place to learn

Having a garden is a great way of nourishing health, wellbeing, and learning.
17. Ideas and innovation

How do we encourage children to be innovators, and to accept that set-backs are
part of the learning process?
18. Such simple pleasures

Exploring the health benefits of cognitive development to be gained through
playing with mud.
19. World space week is go!

Celebrate all things cosmic by using the spheres of the universe as starting points
for activities and exercise.
20. Spinning round to the top of the class

Children manipulating toys and other objects are absorbing information about
how the world works, and developing their motor skills at the same time.

EYE FOCUS: Development Maps
Mapping young children’s development: Are we going on the right
path?
Di Chilvers returns to the fundamentals of assessment for learning, keeping the child
visible in the process and getting back to making informed decisions about the
children’s progress.
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Nursery World (5-18 September 2016)
Contents:
1. News Analysis
2. News Roundup

Catch up with our daily online news.
3. Opinion

Our columnists and readers’ letters.
4. Learning and development

The impact of psychologist Jerome bruner, who died earlier this year, on EY
practice.
5. Enabling environments

How the Barnet Early Years Alliance ‘s trio of settings provide ‘significant
learning’.
6. EYFS Best Practice

All about… child obesity.
7. Positive Relationships

A look at the smartphone app EasyPeasy.
8. Positive Relationships

Working mum worries about nursery’s TV.
9. Learning and Development

An extract from Lorraine Kaye’s new book Young Children in a Digital Age.
10. Costs: Part 4

Making sure you don’t get caught out by recent changes to the law on sick pay.
11. Pay

Why are nine nurseries on the latest national minimum wage offenders list?

Book Bugs
Children from the Royal Mile Nursery in Edinburgh take a look at the picture books
that have made it onto the shortlist for the first Bookbug Picture Book Prize.
The winner will be chosen by children across Scotland.
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The award, run by the Scottish Book Trust, celebrates the most popular picture
books by Scottish authors and illustrators.
The three shortlisted books are: There’s a Bear on My Chair by Ross Collins (Nosy
Crow); Hare and Tortoise: The Favourite Aesop’s Fable by alison Murray (Orchard
Books); and Shark in the Park on a Windy Day by Nick Sharratt (Random House).
A free copy of each will be given to every Primary 1 child during Book Week
Scotland (21-27 November).
The winner will be announced on 12 January 2017. To register to vote, visit
http://bit.ly/2ct57c5
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Down’s Syndrome Association
(Autumn/Winter)
Contents:
DSA
1. Letter from the CEO
2. New Staff
3. Awareness Week 2016
4. New Partnerships for Workfit
5. Dame Judy Dench presents My Perspective awards
6. DSActive Festivals 2016
7. Poseidon
8. Support out Tell It Right, Start It Right Campaign
9. News from Wales and Northern Ireland
10. Training, School Support and Assessment Services

Letters from our members
11. Letters

Fundraising
12. Fundraising Events
13. Corporate Fundraising
14. Christmas at the DSA – Join in the Festivities!

Health
15. Down’s Syndrome and Respitory Infections
16. Improving Audiological Issues for Adults with Learning Disabilities and Hearing Loss
17. Vision
18. B12 Deficiency and Down’s Syndrome

Stories
19. Martha
20. Dylan’s Story
21. Becky

International Group
22. Down’s Syndrome Association of Nepal
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Features
23. Supported Living
24. Hannahs
25. Blue Apple Theatre

Research
26. Taking part in research: why bother?
27. What is it like to take part in research? Glenn’s Story
28. Sleep problems in Adults with Down’s Syndrome

Book Review
29. Disabled Children: A Legal Handbook. Second Edition

Special (September 2016)
Contents:
Regulars
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Nasen Matters
News Round-Up
Noticeboard
ICT Guide
Resource File
Diary of Events

Features
7. The Post-16 Position

In our latest feature on SEND legal issues, Matthew Dodd examines
responsibilites and young people’s rights in relation to education, health and care
plans after the age of 16
8. What you need to know

With more and more children with SEND entering early years settings, claire
Vuckovic provides some essential advice for nursery managers.
9. The Road to Achievement

Following her presentation at the nasenNorthern Ireland’s Study Day, Helen
McConville shares her personal and professional interest in attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder with a wider audience.
10. Getting the Homework Right
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Amelia Roberts explains how to make homework meaningful and manageable for
pupils in special schools.
11. Promoting Pupil Participation

Children and young people are powerful directors of change, so let’s listen to
what they have to say, urges Philippa Stobbs.
12. A ‘Developing’ Disability

Chloe Hayward considers the impact of an acquired brain injury on children’s
learning and highlights some strategies for supporting these pupils
13. Every Learner Welcomed

The revised complex learning difficulties training materials aim to prepare schools
for supporting allpupils with SEND. Jo Egerton, Susan Atkinson and Nick Mitchell
have the details.
14. Best Practice for 2E Children

Dr Adam Boddison underlines the need to harness the skills and talents of our
most able children and help them to reach their full potential.
15. The Power of Different

Tom Guilliford urges us to work towards a worls where we don’t see learning
disabilities, only learning differences.
16. Life After School

Yola Jacobsen draws some insightful conclusions from Finished at School, a
programme supporting young people with autism to move successfully from
school to college.
17. Situations Vacant

Given the current teacher recruitment challenge, what more can be sone to
encourage trainees and existing staff to consider roles in SEND? Emily Marbaix
floats some ideas.

Practical Resources
18. Your Send Toolkit

These practical tools shared by nasen’s advisory group members are designed to
help busy SENCOs fulfil their responsibilities and plan their SEND year.

The Interview
19. A View From Wales

Nasen’s Ambassador for Wales, Nichola Jones, chats to Dr Adam Boddison about
the changing Welsh SEN landscape.
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Talking Point
20. Support for SENCOs

Christopher Robertson considers SEN provision and the role of the SENcO in
multi-academy trusts.
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Under 5 (September 2016)
Contents:
1. News Round-up

All the latest news, research and policy updates from the early years sector.
2. My Under 5

A chance for Alliance member settings to share news of recent events and
projects.
3. Letters to the editor

Under 5 readers share their views on the early years sector.
4. Q&A: Pauline MacDonald

The programme director for the national childhood flu immunisation task forceat
NHS England chats to Laura Hedges about the extension of the scheme.
5. Fantastic Four

Petts Wood Playgroup for Children with Special Needs is celebrating its fourth
‘Outstanding’ Ofsted rating.
6. To China and back again

Alliance members Sarah Overton and Sarah Johnson tell us tales of their Chinese
exchange experience.
7. A warm welcome

The Director of British Future talks facts and figures about immigration in the UK
and what it means for practitioners.
8. Amazing Bilingual Children

Naima Brown from the Alliance explains the cognitive benefits for a bilingual
child.
9. Planting the seed of song

An Alliance music project in Durham is unwavering in its efforts to ensure all
children have access to music.
10. Zika: the facts

Post-Olympic excitement, Nicky Gibson explains the specifics of Brazil’s Zika virus
and how it effects newborn babies.
11. Got it covered?

The RSA stresses the importance of ensuring your contents insurance is accurate
and up to date.
12. Hear my voice
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During the heat of the EU Referendum, the UN quietly published a concerning
report on children’s rights
13. Under the Cherry Blossom tree

Taking it back to nature, Cherry Blossom Pre-school tells Under 5 about its
sensory outdoor area.
14. How would you respond to an emergency?

This month’s publication focuses on first aid, can you pass the test?
15. A multidisciplinary approach

specialists from Seashell Trust provide advice on how best to support children
with special educational needs in your setting.
16. Physical activity for toddlers

The government has advised that under-fives should be active for three hours
every day
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Special Children (September/October 2016)
Contents:
Mental Health
1. Promoting emotional wellbeing

A primary and a secondary school explain how educational psychotherapy makes
a difference to vulnerable children
2. Mental Health & PMLD

Taking time to understand, connect with and respond to children with PMLD helps
to counteract their vulnerability to mental health problems
3. Setting pupils up for a positive day

A creative take on mindfulness practice enables children of all ages to cope with
stress, feel good about themselves and show respect for others

Reading
4. Deciphering vs understanding

An approach that supports early readers to engage with the content of what they
are reading, no matter how simple the text might be
5. Literacy for learning

How embedding a reading culture in a secondary school has boosted students’
self-confidence and raised academic attainment
6. Books Beyond Words

Book clubs based on picture books support older readers with learning disabilities
to explore their emotions and develop social skills

Show Review
7. TES SEN Show 2016

What to see, what’s new and what’s improved for pupils with SEND

Regulars
8. News

Britain’s boys struggle to express themselves; CPD improves speech; language
and communication outcomes; texting home accelerates progress in maths and
English; fragile X and speech development insight; a maths app for teens
9. Pull-out resources

An audio-visual approach that supports children to articulate their thoughts and
progress their learning
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10. Letters

Modelling resilience; heart-warming inclusion; the power of simple games to
manage behaviour
11. Book reviews

Literacy and dyslexia; teaching assistant know-how; sensory integration for teens
12. Tried and tested products

Immersive listening experiences transport children to a different world; helping
teachers tackle mental health issues; an online reward system motivates pupils;
plastic instruments offer access to the delights of brass bands
13. Talking point

Teaching children empathy through

Cover Story
14. Getting the most out of the pupil premium

Two national winners of the 2016 Pupil Premium Awards – a primary and
secondary school – describe how they narrow the attainment gap while
promoting aspiration
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Afasic (Autumn 2016)
Contents:
News from Afasic
1. Bike ride
2. Welsh summer activities
3. Christmas cards
4. Creating a legacy
5. Transition news
6. Getting ready for secondary school
7. Speaking up for your child

Education, Therapy & Research
8. Let’s talk communication
9. Supporting spoken language in the classroom

Fundfile
10. Marathon mission
11. Bottom up cycle ride

Reviews
12. The latest titles reviewed

The Back Page
13. Conferences, events and training
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Insight (Primary Edition/ Autumn 2016)
Contents
Leadership & Governance
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Introduction
Planning your professional development for the autumn term
Skills audit template for senior leaders
Stress reduction for school leaders
Sharing learning from external CDP
Primary assessment: track progress and benchmark your school
Question time for the DfE: primary assessment
Joining a MAT: questions a school leader should ask
Crisis management contact list

School Business Management
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Introduction
Becoming an academy: how SBMs need to prepare
Business manager or business leader?
Investing time in delegation
National insurance and pensions
Across the country: how are SBMs really feeling?
A range of support for SBMs this autumn
Ask the experts: out of school activities

Teaching & Learning
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Introduction
What’s coming up in the autumn term for you?
Planning an effective CPD session
A guide to cost effective professional development
Medium term planning for optimal learning
Effective marking: what do we really know?
Skills audit template for more able coordinators
Understanding challenge and differentiation in KS1
Mathematics in the EYFS: shape, space and measure

SEN & Safeguarding
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Introduction
Funding to support the SEND reforms
What can SENCOs expect from their membership this term?
Interview checklist: recruiting TAs
SEND has to be more than just paperwork
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6. Expand speech, language and communication knowledge
7. What can DSLs expect from their membership this term?
8. How to talk to parents about Prevent
9. ‘No Outsiders In Our School’: using assemblies to encourage acceptance
10. Keep up-to-date with safeguarding guidance
11. Holiday safeguarding checklist
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Nursery World (19 September-2 October
2016)
Contents:
1. News Analysis
2. News Roundup

Catch up with our daily online news
3. Opinion

Our columnists and readers’ letters

Practice
4. A Unique Child

Children visit a farm near Bath to learn all about the ‘superfood’ quinoa
5. A Unique Child

A Natural Explorers project in Hackney uses the EYPP to the benefit of all
6. EYFS Activities

Four-page pull-out on dropping games for under-twos, and exploring whales
7. Enabling Environments

Resource and safety tips on woodworking
8. A Unique Child

An in-depth look at transgenderism
9. Positive Relationships

A parent’s guide to…social skills

Work Matters
10. Leadership: Part 3

Why leaders must ensure that vision is shared across the whole organisation
11. Inspection: Safeguarding

A guide for settings and practitioners on recent changes to safeguarding rules

Penguinpig
Puppets are being used to tackle the complex message of internet safety in an
original approach to children’s theatre.
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Based on a picture book, the tale follows Pheobe, who reads about an exciting
creature called a Penguinpig online. She sets off alone to the zoo to search for the
adorable creature. But what will she find inside?
Designed for children aged three to eight, Penguinpig is one of the more than 160
events at the Brighton Digital Festival, which runs until the end of the month. It is the
UK’s largest celebration of digital culture.
Performances of Penguinpig are on Saturday 24 September at 11am and 2pm. The
show is 45 minutes, followed by a Q&A with the actors. Tickets are free but should be
booked in advance.
http://brightondigitalfestival.co.uk/events/penguinpig/2016-09-24
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Nursery Management (A supplement to
Nursery World) (Autumn 2016)
Contents:
1. Workforce

GCSE rules for Level 3 Early Years Educator qualifications are not hitting sector
recruitment hard. We have the figures to prove it.
2. Supervision

Why is good supervision so hard to achieve when everyone recognises its
importance to best practice?
3. Mealtimes

From Hong Kong to Peru to Italy, we take an inside look at what nurseries around
the world are feeding their children.
4. CPD

How councils are continuing to provide training in the age of austerity by offering
innovative models, from the partially subsidised to full profit-making.
5. Inspections

We investigate the difficult issue of conflict of interest, which poses numerous
problems for settings, inspectors and Ofsted alike.
6. Childminders

With so many children’s centres being closed down, childminders are having to
find alternative venues for group sessions and networking.
7. Sector representation

An interveiw with the chair of the new Early Years Sector Council.
8. Learning Journals

Our panel reviews some of the online learning journals available.
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Augmentative & Alternative
Communication (September 2016)
Contents:
Research Articles
1. Using the iPad to facilitate interaction between preschool children who use AAC and
their peers.

(Michelle C. S. Therrien, and Janice Light)
2. A meta-synthesis of team members’ voices: what we need and what we do to support
students who use AAC.

(Yun-Ching Chung, and Julia B. Stoner)
3. The profiles of students with significant cognitive disabilities and complex
communication needs.

(Karen A. Erickson, and Lori A. Geist)
4. Core vocabulary in written personal narritives of school-age children.

(Carla Wood, Allyson Appleget, and Sara Hart)
5. Mastery motivation in children with complex communication needs: longitudunal data
analysis.

(Kara F. Mederios, Cynthia J. Cress, and Matthew C. Lambert)
6. Telephone talk: effects of two access methods on phone call success.

(Elizabeth K. Hanson, Emily Goldhammer, and Tanya Bethard)
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Open Athens
We have created an Open Athens User Guide has
been created to help users navigate their way
around the online journals that we offer.
If you have not already received one or you do not
have an Open Athens account please contact Shen.
Email: s.pekkaya@whitefield.waltham.sch.uk
Tel: 020 8498 4246
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